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TIME TRACKING FORM
WORK EXPERIENCE/TRAINING PROGRAM FOR VETERANS WITH A DISABILITY
This form documents the hours of participation in the Non-Competitive Work Experience/Training Program for veterans with a disability.  All hours of participation should be documented on a weekly basis. Once the training is completed, the total hours of training should be confirmed by signature of the veteran, the agency supervisor and the veteran representative. This information must be kept as part of the veteran's file and will be used to verify the participating veteran's required hours of eligibility for job placement (160 - 780 hours).
 
Prior to appointment with an Executive Branch agency under the state's Non-Compete program, the veteran must meet the minimum qualifications of the  classification and completed eligibility training hours. This verification will be accomplished by submission of the veteran's resume and this form to the DAS-HRE program Coordinator who will affirm signature of confirming review and confirmation. 
Record of weekly hours in training
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Veteran Confirmation
Upon completion/termination of the training, the veteran's signature is required to confirm the total number of training hours completed. 
Agency Confirmation
The training supervisor must identify a status of completion and provide a signature of confirmation to hours and completion status.
DAS-HRE Confirmation
cc: Veteran's Representative file
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